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UNIT 1

3

1. Colour the names

2. Colour the girl's name in red and boy's name in blue

3. Count the le tte rs

Nino Amanda 

Luka Billy 
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4. Find and match

I am OK.

I am Nino.

Who are you?

How are you?

5. Colour the words and phrases you can read

6. Match and colour
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7 . Find and match 

Amanda

Luka a boy

Nino a g irl

Billy

8. Match the poem line with the translation

We will have fun. 

We will be busy. 

So, let's start. 

English is easy.

9. Put the poem in the rig h t order

W e will have fun. 

W e will be busy. 

So, le t 's  s ta rt. 

English is easy.

10. Colour the words for boys - black and for girls - pink



UNIT 2

6

1. Colour the country names

2. Match 

England 

Georgia

The United States of  America

3. Match the names with the countries

Luka United States of  America

Amanda Georgia

Billy Georgia

Nino England

4. Colour
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5. dolour the flags

7 . M atch the c ity  with the country

Georgia Washington D.C.
America London
England Tbilisi

8. M atch the names with the c ity  and the c ity  symbol

9. M atch

1. We live in Georgia. a. He is American.

2. Billy lives in America. b. We speak English.

3. Amanda lives in England. c. We are Georgians.

4. We are friends. d. She is English.

6. Colour the names
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10. Colour the words and phrases you can read

 in red colour

11. Find the country names

Georgia England America

12. Odd one out

G eo rg ia E n g la n d W a sh in g to n  D.C.

blu e red p ictu re

sch o ol T b ilis i Lo n d o n

g lob e liv e m ap

d raw p a in t w in d o w



UNIT 3

9

1. Colour the words about the boy in red, about the

girl in blue

2. Colour the words fo r  boys -  black and fo r  g irls -  pink

3. Find and match

Nino

Billy

Amanda

Luka

a schoolboy 

a schoolgirl
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4. M atch the things with the words

5. Colour the things you see on the table

6. Colour the things you see in bag
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7 . Put the things in the rig h t place 

8. Look at the picture o f  the classroom and t ick  

(V) or cross (X)

a. The computer is on the table, 

b. The globe is in the bag.

c. The book is in the bag.

d. The flower pot is on the tabled 

9. M atch the word th a t has the same word
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3 x 4 = 12

10. Find and match
a. on the table

b. in the bag

c. in the classroom

d. in the box

e. on the desk

11. M atch

Where is it?

What is it?

Whose bag is it?

12. Read and match

We study art.

We paint and do crafts. 

We study English.

We listen to the teacher.

We read and write in English.

We sing and play the piano or the guitar.

We study music. 

We study Math. 

We do sums.
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13. Colour the words and phrases you can read in red

14. Find the six  school things

15. C ircle what is rig h t-H e  or She

a. He / She is a g irl. c. He / She is a schoolboy.

b. He / She is a boy. d. He / She is a schoolgirl.



UNIT 4

14

6       7       8       9         1 0

2. Read and match

Nino’s

Mathew’s

1. Colour the words

3. Colour the schoolthings according to the instructions
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4. Look at the pictures and t ick  (V) or cross (X)

The table is big. The table is small. 

The bag is big. The chair is big. 

The ru ler is short. The ru ler is long. 

The chair is small. The bag is small. 

5. Look a t the picture and tick  or cross

Zudi is in the shelf

Zudi is on the bag 

Zudi is in the blackboard 

Zudi is on the picture

6. Put the poem in the right order

I meet my friends

I go to school

and my teacher Ms. Mary.

almost every day.



UNIT 5

16

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
A 
B 

O 
X 

1. Write out the letters

2. Write out the word

3. Draw a flower in the box and say where the flower is



4. Look, match and say

in  

on 

 under 

The fox is____the bag

The fox is____the armchair

The fox is____the armchair

The lamp is____the table

The lamp is____the table

The lamp is____the box
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2. Match the numbers with the words

1

6

9

5

7

3

2

8

10

4

12

11

1. Colour the numbers

one – red, four – green, nine – black, 
twelve – blue, two – yellow, ten – brown, 
three – blue, seven – red, five – green, 

eleven – yellow, eight – brown, six – black

3. Pair the words and numbers

5 9 1 12 11 2 

nine one  eleven two

UNIT 6

18



5. What is the next number six 7 eight nine

four five seven

two three four

nine ten eleven

five
  

seven eight

seven

 

eight

  

ten

 

4. Pair the words and numbers

4 7 8 3 

four ten  seven     three       twelve eight

6. Write the correct number

two + two =  five + five =   four + three =

six + six =   seven + two =  six + four =

19

Write 

bike  bikes  or

ball ballsor 

dog  dogsor

two ______       
twelve _____  
one ______

six ______        
one ______      
three ______     

one ______
five ______
nine ______



7. Find the numbers
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8. Read and fill in the chart

Amanda Luka  Nino Billy  
two balls   two globes  six globes four flags 
five pictures   two clocks  four balls        six clocks 
nine flags  eight globes  ten flags seven globes 
three clocks  three pictures  five clocks  eight pictures 

Balls Clocks Pictures Globes Flags 

NINO 

BILLY
AMANDA

LUKA
20



UNIT 7

21

1. Look, match and say

in  

on 

 under 

The cat is____the bag

The cat is____the armchair.

The cat is____the armchair.

The cat is____the cab.

.



A a

T t
C c

Write out the letters 

Write out the phrases

cat
bat

Write out the words 

a cat on a box

a cat in a cot

cot
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UNIT 8

23

Dd

Ss
Ee

1.  Write out the letters 

text
dad

2.  Write out the words 

bed
Santa
3. Write in d, s, e

_un
_og

_even

_uck

_gg _ lephant



4. Join the words

5. Match  with Georgian translation

Merry 

Santa 

New Year! 

Happy 

Clause 

Christmas !  

It’s winter.   gilocav axal wels! 

Santa Clause is coming.   gilocav Sobas! 

Happy New Year!   zamTaria. 

Merry Christmas!   santa klausi modis. 

6. Put the dialogue in order

___  Ok. I am coming. 
___  Great! Let’s play in the snow. 
___  Merry Christmas Billy! 
___  Look, it’s snowing! 
___  Merry Christmas to you too! 

1

7. Put in the right letter

Sant__           San__a           __anta              Sa__ta             S__nta
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8. One and many

c a t s t r e e s t o e s

t e x t s l e g s



9. Put in the right action word

watch   coming    find   pout
cry     tell    making    Checking

_____
_____ .
_____

_____

_____

_____
_____

_____
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11. Fill in the card

 

 

Dear ___________
 

________ Christmas
 

Love _________
 

 

10. Put the d ialogue in order  
___ Hi Tom! 

___ Thank you. Merry Christmas to you too. 
 

___ Merry Christmas! 

___ Hello Bob! 
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Match cartoons with the names

Peter Pan
Beauty and 
the Beast Cinderella

Write in the missing letter

P__t__r P__n Cind__r__ll__

B__ __uty   __nd   th__    B__ __st

Match

The Beast

Peter Pan

Cinderella

is beautiful
is ugly
can fly

UNIT 9



1. Find and match - One and many

2. Colour

 

3. One and many

One    Many 

a book    two pictures 

a car    eight clocks 

a tree     ten cars 

a clock    three books 

a box    four boxes 

a picture    six trees 

UNIT 10

a map

maps

a map

maps

27



4. One and many One
   

   Many
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Match

One     Many 

There is a book.   There are houses. 

There is a flowe r pot .  There are rulers.  

There is a clock.   There are maps. 

There is a house.   There are books. 

There is an ruler.   There are flower pots. 

There is a map.   There are clocks. 

6. Find the right place

There is       There are 
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7. Read and match

a. There is a boy in the room. 1. magidaze wignebia.

b. There are girls in the classroom.  2. oTaxSi biWia.

c. There is a ruler on the desk.  3. saklaso oTaxSi gogonebia.

d. There are books on the table.   4. merxze saxazavia.

8. Circle or   is are

1. There   /    a map of Georgia on the wall.is  are

2. There   /    balls under the bed.is are

3. There   /   lamps on the table.is are

4. There  /   a teacher in the classroom.is are

9. Look and match

 There is a

There are
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1. Colour the farm animals and match the pictures with the words

Cow   

Goat

Cat   

Pig
Duck   

Horse

Sheep   

Chicken

Turkey

Goose

Dog

mouse

UNIT 11

30



1.  Cow       7.  Goat

2.  Cat        8. Pig

3.  Duck     9. Horse

4.  Sheep  10. Chicken

5.  Donkey  11 . Turkey

Goat X

2. Tick ( ) or cross ( )V X

Mouse6.

3. Find the animals which  and can run can swim

can run can swim

31



4.  Write in the missing letter

__nim__l f  __ rm go___t h__rse

sh__ __ p g__ __ se c__w d__nk__y

5. Tick what you can / can't do

can
 

can’t
 

swim
   

run
  

ride a horse
   

ride a donkey
   

feed the animals
   

water the plants

   

colour the animals

I h__v__ a little r__ __ster.

And th__t little r__ __ster

S__ys :c__ck-a-d__ __dle-d__ __.

De-d__ __dle

De-d__ __dle

De-d__ __dle-de-d__.

6.  Write in the missing letter  a or o
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UNIT 12

Ii

Hh
Rr

1. Write out the letters

horse
rose

2. Write out the words

farm
red rose
3. Tick (v) or cross (x)

The rose is red.

The horse is green.

The pig is yellow. 
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Elephant

Parrot

Zebra

Monkey

Tiger Rabbit

Lion

Giraffe

bear

Hippo

Buterfly

Peacock 

34

UNIT 13

1. Colour the jungle animals and match the pictures with the words



2. Find and match

1. A snake is a. little.

2. A mouse is b. strong.

3. A zebra is c. happy.

4. A parrot is d. long.

5. An elephant is e. striped.

6. The monkey is f. nice.

7. The peacock is

8. The giraffe is

9. The monkey is

10. The frog is

3. Circle the animals that are striped

g. happy

h. tall

I. funny

j. beautiful

4. Circle the animals which have four legs

35



5. Match with Georgian translation

1. Zebra is striped.   a. maimuni sasaciloa. 
2. Giraffe is tall.    b. gveli grZelia. 
3. Snake is long.    c. behemoti Zlieria. 
4. Hippo is strong.    d. TuTiyuSi lamazia. 
5. Monkey is funny.   e. zebra zolebiania. 
6. Parrot is nice.    f. Jirafi maRalia. 

 

7. Word Snake

One and many 

6. Match 
 
1. There is a pig.   a. There are tigers. 

2. There is a rabbit.
   

b. There are bears.
 

3. There is a chicken.
  

c. There are chickens.
 

4. There is a bear.   d. There are ducks. 

5. There is a tiger.
   

e. There are pigs.
 

6. There is a duck.   f. There are rabbits. 

36



12. Read the text and fill in the chart

horse spider wolf rabbit hippo lion pig cow tiger fish dog frog 

No. 1  

1. Number one is a horse. 2. Number five is a spider. 3. Number twelve

is a wolf.4. Number two is a rabbit. 5. Number nine is a hippo. 

6. Number three is a lion. 7. Number seven is a pig. 8. Number four is

a cow. 9. Number ten is tiger. 10. Number eight is a fish. 11 Number 

eleven is a dog. 12. Number six is a frog.

   

13. Put into the right group

chicken

 

parrot

butterfly

bear

rabbit

spider
hippo

tiger

zebra 

mousebird
giraffe

small big

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________

_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
_____________
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elephant



       

      

Self Evaluation

  I can count.
  

SemiZlia daviTvalo. 

  I know the names of farm animals.
 vici Sinauri cxovelebis saxelebi.

  I know the names of jungle animals.
 vici gareuli cxovelebis saxelebi.

I can use There is, There are

 

SemiZlia gamoviyeno There is, There are

 

  I know seasons.

 

vici weliwadis droebi.

 

I know Autumn months.

 

 vici Semodgomis Tveebi.

 I can describe the picture.
SemiZlia suraTis aRwera.

  I can sing and say poems.
 SemiZlia vimRero da vTqva leqsebi.

Check Yourself Units 5 - 8
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UNIT 14

Nn
Uu

1. Write out the letters

run
nut

2. Write out the words

banana
can
can’t

3. Write in the missing letters n or u

ca__ ba__a__a n__t __ i__e

__mbrella r__n j __ mp

4. Circle the right answer

a. Can you speak English?  Yes, I can. No, I can’t. 

b. Can you play a computer?  Yes, I can.  No, I can’t. 

c. Can you write in Georgian?  Yes, I can.  No, I can’t. 

d. Can you read in English? Yes, I can.  No, I can’t. 

e. Can you draw?

f. Can you jump?

Yes, I can.  No, I can’t. 

Yes, I can.  No, I can’t. 39



5. Put the poem in the right order

 What about you?   

 I can read. I can write.   

 I love learning English.   

 I can speak English too.

6. Match with the pictures

speak

play a computer

5. I can run.

6. I can draw.

7. I can jump.
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“Look at me!” says Tommy.

“I ca__   sta__d   on   o__e   leg.”

“I ca__  do that too,” says Mary.

Ca__   Mary    j__ mp?

Tommy claps his ha__ds.

Can Tommy r__n?

Spot comes r__nning.

Can Spot j__mp?

7. Write in the missing letters  n  or u
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UNIT 15

Mm
Yy

1.  Write out the letters 

map
pen

2.  Write out the words 

boy
mummy
daddy

3.  Write in the missing letters m, y or p

Pp

baby
yo yo

__ap __en bo__ __u__ __y

dadd__ bab__ __o  __o __ellow
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UNIT 16

Baby

Mama

Papa

1. Colour the bears and match the pictures with the words

Here comes Mama.
2.  Write out the sentences 

Mama loves Baby Bear.

Papa loves Mama
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UNIT 17

1. Colour and find the surprise

bat
rod

2. Write out the words

44



UNIT 18

Ff
Gg

3.  Write out the letters 

a frog
a lemon

4.  Write out the words 

green
live
love

Ll

a green frog 
5.  Write out the phrases

lives in the pond

can hop
45



UNIT 19

He is a king.
3.   Write out the sentences 

She is a Queen.

Qq
Kk

1.   Write out the letters 

king
queen

2.  Write out the words 

palace
squirrel
quick
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UNIT 20

and ha__e a lot of  fun.

__ill plays the __iolin.

They both lo__e music,

__ack plays the drum.

Jj
Vv

1.  Write out the letters 

violin

jump

2.  Write out the words 

jam

violet

3.  Write in the missing letters j or v and put in the right order
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UNIT 21

Ww
Zz

1. Write out the letters

winter

zebra

2. Write out the words

zoo

white

__hat and __hy?
Does it eat
And then cry?
__hen and __here?

3. Write in the missing letters w or z and put in the right order

A zebra lives in a zoo.
Write out the sentence

48



UNIT 22
1. Colour the sentence

2. Find and match

trunk

tusks

tail

ears

legs 

eyes

body

head

Jumbo is an elephant. 

A big elephant.

Jumbo has a long trunk.

Two big flapping ears.

Four strong legs.

Two little eyes.

Two white tusks.

And one tiny tail.

ori patara Tvali.

oTxi Zlieri fexi.

ori TeTri eSvi.

jambo aris spilo.

didi spilo.

da erTi patara kudi.

jambos aqvs grZeli xorTumi.

ori didi partyuna yuri.

3. Match with Georgian translation
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1) What kind of tail does Jumbo have?

2) What kind of trunk does Jumbo have?

3) What kind of ears does Jumbo have?

4) What kind of legs does Jumbo have?

5) What kind of eyes does Jumbo have?

4. Write in the corect word

long     strong      little    flapping    tiny      

One day Jumbo ______ for a walk.

He ______ slowly. Plod, plod, plod.

Jumbo _______ to the river.

He _______ a little girl.

The little girl _____ crying.

“Why are you ________?” asks Jumbo.

“My bucket ________.” cries the little girl.

“I want to _______ water to my house.”

5. Write in the corect word

crying   broke   take    goes   walks   sees   is   walks   
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a) is crying

b) goes for a walk

c) walks slowly

d) bucket broke

e) sees a little girl

6. Match with Georgian translation

saTli (vedro) gatyda

nela dadis

tiris

xedavs patara gogos

midis saseirnoT

an elephant elephants

a trunk

an ear

a leg

a task

a tail

a river

a house

7. Write in prular

ONE MANY

eyes        

legs    

go
   see     look 

    cry   
   run

walk

8. Match the body parts with the action words
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a. in the water

b. with water

c. full of water

d. to the water

e. under the water

9. Match with Georgian translation

wylisken 

wyliT savse

wyliT

wyalSi

wyalqveS

The girl________another bucket in the house.

Jumbo ________ all the water in the bucket.

His trunk is ___________.

The bucket is _______.

The little girl _________ her water.

She  __________Jumbo on the trunk.

___________little Jumbo elephant!

10. Write in the missing words 

  full    gets   kisses    Clever   finds    puts     empty     

11. Answer the questions

1) Where does Jumbo put the water?

   
2) What does the girl find in the house?

  
3) Is the bucket empty now?

 
4) Why does the girl kiss Jumbo?
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and write the body parts

fo__t, __ar, __oe, ch__n.

7. Write the words in alphabetical order
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